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Abstract

Many countries exploit control over the Internet infrastruc-

ture to block access to “grey” materials. One common way

to access blocked contents is to relay traffic via an unblocked

proxy operating outside the censored domain. This paper dis-

cusses the challenges facing any proxy-based circumvention

system and argues that a successful system should dissem-

inate proxies’ addresses to legitimate users while shielding

the addresses from the censor who, posing as a user, could

learn of and block the proxies themselves. We propose Kalei-

doscope, a circumvention system that disseminates proxy ad-

dresses over a social network whose links correspond to exist-

ing real world social relationships among users. Kaleidoscope

ensures each node learns only a small, consistent subset of

the proxies. Because the censor is unlikely to subvert a large

fraction of the social graph, he is not able to learn of, and thus

block, a large number of proxies.

1 Introduction

The Internet was originally designed to ensure robust

communication in the face of attacks on the communi-

cation infrastructure itself. A popular quote says “the

Internet treats censorship as a malfunction and routes

around it”. On the contrary, Internet censorship is preva-

lent today. Empirical studies reveal that millions of users

in many parts of the world suffer from Internet censor-

ship [4] and news have reported the blockage of a vari-

ety of websites ranging from YouTube [27], Flickr [6],

Wikipedia [6] or even Google [2].

Censorship is not simply a technical problem. Al-

though censors often employ technical methods, access

to many types of censored material is prevented via

non-technical methods such as the threat of detention,

job loss, etc. Understanding the full range of methods

(both technical and non-technical) available to the cen-

sor serves to outline the potential scope of any technical

solution to the problem of censorship and informs the

design of such a system.

Figure 1 gives a rough classification of approaches

to censorship. Censored materials are plotted according

to the techniques used to prevent access to the materi-
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Figure 1: A classification of approaches to censorship with

example censored materials.

als. The x-axis corresponds to the degree of technical

means employed (IP address blocking, packet inspec-

tion, etc.); the y-axis corresponds to non-technical ap-

proaches (threat of jail terms, violence). The materials

can be roughly grouped into four quadrants.

At the top right, censorship is enforced via both tech-

nical means as well as various degrees of real world pun-

ishments. For example, during recent political protests,

the Burmese government went to extremes of both tech-

nical and non-technical censorship. The government

temporarily disrupted the entire country’s external In-

ternet connectivity and also detained those people who

used outside proxies to post censored materials on oth-

erwise blocked websites [5]. At the top left lie sit-

uations where censorship is only enforced via non-

technical methods. For example, the US government

does not block access to overseas child pornography

sites but does prosecute individuals for viewing them

under statutes that make possessing such material ille-

gal.

Interestingly, there is a large amount of content

blocked via purely technical means for which there

is no associated real world punishments for accessing

(although such punishments still exist for publishers).

These are contents that lie to the bottom right quad-



rant in Figure 1. Even though it seems odd that such

“grey” materials exist in the first place, they are com-

mon in countries where the government maintains tight

control of the news media. For example, a recently dis-

closed internal article has shown that the Chinese gov-

ernment blocks many news articles before they are ap-

proved as official and it also requires websites to block

bulletin board posts that have generated too many com-

ments [8]. Furthermore, because technical censorship is

never precise, many blocked contents are simply the re-

sult of collateral damage as in the case of the block-

ing of Google [2], YouTube [27], and Flickr [6]. An-

other recent study of the Chinese firewall has also found

that many banned keywords are quite innocuous such as

“student union”, “international geological society” [14].

Figure 1 also demonstrates that there are two distinct

problems to be addressed in defeating censors: access

and anonymity. Given the very real penalties at stake for

users, any system designed to operate in the upper two

quadrants of Figure 1 (those protected by non-technical

means) must guarantee anonymity for readers. Any sys-

tem designed to operate in the right two quadrants must

provide access to material despite technical hurdles (ma-

terials in the top-right quadrant require both access de-

spite blocks and anonymity for users).

We will focus on the problem of grey materials in the

lower-right quadrant of Figure 1. Building systems to

provide access for grey materials avoids many of the

complications of systems designed to provide access to

censored materials in the top two quadrants: since there

is no real world punishment for viewing or helping oth-

ers view these grey materials, a circumvention system

can safely run on users’ desktops and even enlist vol-

unteer helpers both outside and inside the censored do-

main to relay traffic for others. While the system we

consider won’t address either of the top two quadrants,

anonymity-guaranteeing systems have been built (Tor,

for example) and provide a possible solution for mate-

rial in the top-left quadrant. Systems like Tor do not pro-

vide a solution for the upper-right quadrant of our figure;

combining an anonymity system like Tor with a block-

ing circumvention system might be a solution for this

part of the problem space. Such a combination is left to

future work.

2 Challenges

There are three primary methods currently used by cen-

sors to block direct access to grey materials [4]: DNS

poisoning, IP address blocking and selective resetting of

TCP connections [13]. These techniques exploit the fact

that the censor typically controls the underlying commu-

nication infrastructure, giving him the ability to inspect

packets inside the censored domain; these packets can

be dropped if they are addressed to a banned destination

(IP address blocking) or inspected for banned keywords

(TCP resetting, DNS poisoning).

Although direct communication is blocked, users can

access banned sites via unblocked proxies located out-

side of the censor’s reach (in a different country for ex-

ample). This is the most common approach to circum-

venting blocks on grey material and the one we’ll fo-

cus on in this paper. To use a proxy, some care must

be taken: to avoid content-based blocking, the connec-

tion to the proxy must be encrypted; using a DNS server

outside of the censored domain avoids the problem of

DNS poisoning. The final, and most difficult, challenge

is preventing the censor from simply adding the prox-

ies’ addresses to the list of blocked sites. Additionally,

the censor could also pose as a legitimate proxy to learn

about clients wanting access to banned sites and poten-

tially block these clients as well. This is the primary

challenge addressed by this work: how can we make le-

gitimate proxies and users aware of each other, but not

to the censor, even when the censor is able to pose as a

legitimate user or a proxy?

Existing systems have already proven vulnerable to

this attack. Many proxy services use a centralized web-

site to help users learn about proxy addresses; the censor

can simply block such centralized discovery services.

The Anonymizer [1] and SafeWeb [9] systems were dis-

abled in this way in China. Furthermore, if a system re-

veals too many proxy addresses indiscriminately to any

user that requests them, the censor can join the system

to learn about all proxies and subsequently block them.

For example, Wikipedia has discovered and blocked all

700+ Tor anonymizing relay servers to prevent Tor users

from anonymously defacing Wikipedia pages [15]. The

censor could also pose as a legitimate proxy to serve un-

suspecting users in order to track or possibly block them.

A recent study of the Gnutella network has shown that

almost all users are tracked by a few nodes that are sus-

pected of colluding with the RIAA [10]. As these inci-

dents show, the censor can effectively disrupt service by

blocking any centralized components used for software

distribution, resource discovery, etc. Even if the system

is fully decentralized, the censor could block all proxies



or those users seeking proxy services if he can reliably

find out about their addresses.

These attacks provide guidelines for the design of any

system to resist blocking of gray material using prox-

ies. The system must be fully decentralized; if the sys-

tem depends on any single, publicly-known host, that

host will be blocked by the censor and the system will

be disabled. A distributed system must enlist the ser-

vice of many proxies and also partition knowledge of

the proxies among the participating nodes: if any node

can learn the identity of every proxy, the censor can as

well and will block all of them. Furthermore, each proxy

should be allowed to only directly serve a small num-

ber of users: if any proxy is allowed to directly serve

all users, the censor can pose as a legitimate proxy to

learn about all users and possibly block them. Finally,

the system must not expect to be able to provide service

to all users when under attack: the censor will inevitably

join the system and block some proxies, disrupting the

system for some subset of legitimate users. These dis-

rupted users must, unfortunately, not be allowed to learn

the identity of new proxies: if they were allowed to, the

censor could as well. Repeating this process would al-

low the censor to block all proxies in the system.

Finally, since the adversary controls the underlying

communication infrastructure, we realize that attempt-

ing to elude the most determined censor’s attempts to

block our access to material is fruitless: a censor could

always deploy the “nuclear option” of pulling the plug

on all external traffic as the junta ruling Burma did. A

slightly less drastic approach might be to drop all en-

crypted traffic making it impossible to avoid content fil-

ters or white-listing the set of allowed remote sites in-

stead of black-listing banned sites. A determined censor

could also deploy sophisticated traffic analysis to thwart

blocking: by observing all known participating nodes si-

multaneously, he may be able to learn the identity of ad-

ditional, unknown nodes by identifying nodes with sim-

ilar traffic patterns. Although we can’t hope to defeat

an adversary as powerful and ruthless as the ones we

imagine here, a system which forces the censor to im-

plement increasingly costly measures is still useful. If

the censor is forced to implement strategies that affect

legitimate traffic (blocking encrypted traffic also affects

online commerce, for instance) or to undertake increas-

ingly complex analysis schemes, the censor is likely to

judge that the gain to be had in blocking these grey ma-

terials does not justify the required cost (a cost that our

system increases).

3 Kaleidoscope Design

The previous section outlined the challenges and basic

requirements for a proxy-based circumvention system.

This section shows how our proposed system Kaleido-

scope addresses those challenges.

Kaleidoscope allows users inside the censored do-

main to access blocked websites by relaying traffic via

volunteer proxies residing outside the censored domain.

To prevent the censor from learning the addresses of all

users or proxies, Kaleidoscope distributes a small ran-

dom subset of proxy identities to participants. If the cen-

sor could only learn a small subset of proxies by joining

the system, most legitimate users still have some proxy

not known to the censor. Kaleidoscope does not guaran-

tee access for all users: some users will find that all of

their proxies have been blocked and will not be able to

gain access.

This design requires that the censor can not join the

network an arbitrarily large number of times and col-

lect a large number of random subsets to eventually dis-

cover all proxies. To prevent this attack we take advan-

tage of the trust relationships among users: nodes only

distribute information about proxies to nodes that are

owned by people that the node owner has reason to trust

(because of pre-existing real world social relationships).

By equating the social network of users with the proxy

distribution network, Kaleidoscope requires the censor

to subvert real-world trust relationships to obtain addi-

tional vantage points on the system.

If the social network is to effectively limit the cen-

sor’s ability to join the network, users must establish

trust links carefully. The trust links we envision are not

the same as those displayed on today’s popular social

networking sites. There is no disincentive to endorsing

casual acquaintances or even strangers on these sites. In

contrast, there are strong disincentives to choosing links

carelessly in Kaleidoscope: subverted trust links cause a

node to lose its known proxies and expose itself to the

prying eye of the censor. The system could discourage

casual links by artificially limiting the number of links

a user may establish. We also allow users to refuse re-

quests to create a link without alerting the requester so

that peer pressure does not lead to ill-chosen links.

The most straightforward way to utilize the trust

graph is to allow nodes to learn only the addresses of its

immediate neighbors. This strategy incurs the least risk:



with one subverted trust link, the adversary can discover

at most one proxy. Unfortunately, the scheme limits each

proxy to serving only a few trusted neighbors and leaves

many users without access to any proxy: most users do

not have any proxies in their immediate neighborhood

as users’ neighbors are biased towards those in the same

geographical region [22].

There are two basic techniques to increase the likeli-

hood of nodes reaching a proxy. The first technique is

to allow nodes to route requests to proxies over multi-

ple hops in the underlying trust graph by asking nodes

to relay requests. This allows a node without a proxy in

its immediate neighborhood to obtain service. However,

because peer nodes are not highly available, a node is

unlikely to have any working multi-hop route to a proxy.

Alternatively we could route information about proxy

addresses over the trust network (instead of requests);

nodes can then directly contact the proxies they learn

of. This approach incurs additional risk since the cen-

sor could also join the network as a proxy and learn the

addresses of clients: if each proxy is allowed to adver-

tise itself to 2000 users, the adversary can also discover

2000 users and block their outgoing access. Thus, even

if the adversary only manages to subvert a small fraction

of trust links, he could significantly increase his knowl-

edge of the network by advertising its service to a large

number of users.

Kaleidoscope combines both of these techniques in

moderation: each node advertises its address only to a

small number (r) of other nodes beyond its immediate

neighborhood (using a mechanism we describe below).

To allow each proxy to service more users without di-

rectly learning their addresses, Kaleidoscope also for-

wards traffic to proxies via at most one intermediate re-

lay node.

One approach to advertising a node’s address to r

other nodes would be to use a random walk of length

r over the trust graph. This approach has several prob-

lems: first, if the walk is truly random, as the adver-

tisement is repeated a new set of r nodes will learn the

address each time. We can fix this problem by making

the walk random, but repeatable: each time a node for-

wards an advertisement it remembers the next-hop node

and uses the same next-hop node for all future advertise-

ments from the same originator. This scheme also has a

short-coming: if the censor is able to obtain a single link

in the trust graph, he can produce an arbitrary number

of identities “behind” that link. Each of these identities
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Figure 2: Each node advertises its address-cookie pair along a random

route of 5 hops via each of its neighbors. A relay node includes a relay

flag identifying it as a relay. N2 is the only proxy. Arrows with a circle at

one end denotes an original (instead of forwarded) advertisement.

can advertise itself to r nodes as a proxy, allowing the

censor to learn the identities of a large number of client

nodes that is exponential with r. To prevent this attack,

we use random routes [32] instead of random walks. A

random route forwards a message to a pre-determined

outgoing link based on the incoming link of the message

(instead of the message originator’s identity as in repeat-

able random walks). Regardless of how many identities

the censor generates, he still controls only one link into

the graph and thus can only reach at most r other nodes.

The original random route is not symmetric [32]; we en-

force symmetric routes so that the set of nodes that learn

of a node and that a node learns of is identical (and has

size r). This is important since a node can do damage

both by being learned of (posing as a proxy) and learn-

ing of (blocking proxies).

3.1 Protocol Operation

Figure 2 gives an example of how relays and proxies

advertise their addresses in Kaleidoscope. Node N2 is

a proxy while all other nodes are relays. To construct

symmetric random routes, each node randomly pairs its

neighbors with each other so that it forwards a message

received from one neighbor to the other one in the pair.

Figure 2 shows node N3 and N4’s routing tables. Be-

cause N3 has an odd number of neighbors, it has to pair

N1 with itself, causing N3 to route all all messages re-

ceived from the singleton neighbor back to itself.

The underlying trust graph might change slowly over

time as new users join the system and establish trust

links. Incorporating changes in the trust graph into an

existing routing table is straightforward: if N3 estab-

lishes a trust link with a new node N7, it can pair up

any singleton neighbor (e.g. N1) with N7. Similarly, if

N4 deletes the trust link to N5, it pairs N6 with itself.



When a node has more than one singleton neighbors, it

pairs them together to create new routing entries.

Each proxy originates an advertisement via each of

its neighbors. The advertisement includes its current ad-

dress and a cookie to be used for access. The orig-

inator limits the random route length by setting the

time-to-live field to a small number (ttl=r). We choose

r=5 as a system wide parameter. If the censor adver-

tises messages with the time-to-live field set to be more

than 5, these messages will be dropped. Each relay

node also originates advertisements including its own

address-cookie pair, and a flag marking it as a relay

node. This flag allows clients to choose a direct connec-

tion to a proxy over a relayed one when both are avail-

able. In Figure 2, proxy N2’s advertisement follows the

path N2→N3→N4→N1... The relay node N3 adver-

tises its address-cookie pair along three random routes

via N1, N5, N6. As a result of these advertisements,

N3, N4, N1 are able to learn of N2’s address for direct

communication while N6, N5 can communicate with

proxy N2 by forwarding encrypted traffic via N4.

3.2 Analysis

This section considers how the values for several of the

system parameters affects Kaleidoscope: how many re-

lay hops to allow, how many nodes a proxy should ad-

vertise itself to, and how many proxies are necessary to

ensure service.

The length of the random route (r) that nodes use to

advertise their identity reflects a tradeoff between reach-

ing additional proxies and enhancing the censor’s abil-

ity to collect information. If r is too small, the gener-

ated random route is unlikely to escape the censored do-

main (given the geographic clumping properties of so-

cial graphs, this is especially true). On the other hand, a

longer random route allows the censor to discover cor-

respondingly more node identities. If the censor could

join Kaleidoscope via f subverted trust links, he is able

to learn of rf users or proxies: Kaleidoscope increases

the number of users he is able to discover by r. Simula-

tions reveal that r = 5 represents a reasonable tradeoff.

We have simulated Kaleidoscope’s performance us-

ing a synthetic trust graph of one million nodes accord-

ing to the social graph model proposed in [28]. The av-

erage node degree in the synthetic graph is 4.65 and the

maximum is 13. When 1.5% of nodes act as proxies, the

median number of proxies each node can access indi-

rectly is 3 and more than 90% of nodes know how to

access at least one proxy. We have also experimented

with a crawled Orkut social graph among 42474 users.

To enable comparison with the synthetic graph, we only

use a subset of the Orkut links by discarding links to

enforce a maximum node degree of 13. Approximately

90% of crawled users reside in Brazil and we designate

these nodes as being inside the censored domain. When

15% of nodes outside the censored domain act as prox-

ies (the fraction of proxies is 1.5% of all nodes), the me-

dian number of proxies each node can access (directly or

indirectly) is 7. This number is higher than that observed

in the synthetic graph because the Orkut subgraph has

a higher average node degree (5.59 vs. 4.65) and the

neighbors of an Orkut node are less likely to be neigh-

bors themselves. Hence, each random route in Orkut is

likely to visit more distinct nodes than that in the syn-

thetic graph, causing nodes to learn more proxies and re-

lays. Even if the number of subverted trust links reaches

half as many as the total number of proxies, more than

94% users can still access a proxy not known to the cen-

sor.

4 Related Work

Existing anonymity systems (e.g. [17, 25]) and

censorship-resistant publishing systems (e.g. [12, 29]

do not deal with an adversary that tries to block access

to the system. Recently, the developers of Tor have

proposed ways to make Tor resilient to such blocking at-

tacks [16]. The proposed solution employs a centralized

discovery service to disseminate a restricted set of relay

identities to requesting users using multiple strategies.

Another centralized discovery mechanism, key-space

hopping [21] uses the same insights of restricting each

user to discovering a limited set of proxies. Kalei-

doscope’s decentralized approach compliments both

services since both need a user to relay his requests via

some bootstrap proxy to contact the blocked central

discovery server to learn about more proxies.

Many proxies are built to relay traffic to blocked web-

sites, e.g. Infranet [20], Psiphon [7], Circumventor [3].

Many proxy-based circumvention systems rely on the

owners of volunteer proxies to manually disseminate a

proxy’s identity to her friends. Kaleidoscope’s use of the

social network mirrors this manual dissemination but al-

lows users to discover volunteer proxies that are further

away in the trust graph. The use of social links for trust

also resembles SPKI/SDSI [19] and PGP certification

chains [33].



Kaleidoscope uses the trust network to guard against

a censor who creates an arbitrary number of identities;

this is, in essence, a Sybil attack [18]. Reputation sys-

tems [11, 23, 24, 26, 30, 31] might be used to detect cen-

sors who have infiltrated the system; however, since a

proxy reveals its address to many nodes, it is hard to put

the blame on any particular node when it is blocked.

5 Conclusion

Kaleidoscope is a peer-to-peer system that uses trust re-

lationships among users to disseminate proxies and re-

lays’ addresses in order to help users discover and for-

ward traffic to proxies to circumvent communication

blockage. By controlling the number of nodes that can

learn of each node’s address, Kaleidoscope prevents a

censor who only controls a limited number of trust links

to learn of most nodes’ addresses and block them. We

believe Kaleidoscope is a promising solution to circum-

vent content blocking on the Internet today.
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